
A Good Start
The pedagogical challenge of engaging prior knowledge for all pupils



The school context

• Small, rural Church of England primary school

• Flexible and adaptable

• Significant proportion of children with complex 
needs

• Successfully inclusive 

• Long-serving experienced staff

• Leading a culture of alignment rather than 
compliance which colours our approach to CPD



Prior knowledge is important

• Ausubel 1968: the single most influential factor in 
learning

• Classic constructivist: cognition often imagined as a 
linear input-computation-output process; prior 
knowledge as something passive that is built upon

• Predictive brain (embodied cognition): looks at 
cognition as dynamic interaction between agent and 
environment; prior knowledge underpins anticipation 
and selection of new information

• Science of Learning: prior knowledge as highly active in 
selecting, patterning, re-working new information



Prior knowledge is developmentally complex

• Prior knowledge supports efficiencies in processing 
new information 

• Prior knowledge activation occurs in the prefrontal 
cortex, an area that is slow to develop in young children

• Dealing with new information is cognitively costly 

• Activation is not always autonomic; some children need 
support in recalling and applying prior knowledge

• Prior knowledge can be a powerful inhibitor of learning



Prior knowledge is powerful 



Current practice

• Activation a brief introductory element

• The ‘game’ featured strongly – a small number of 
children are telepathically ‘delegated’ the task of 
answering the question “Who can remember what 
we did in science last week?”

• A sense that ability levels are in some respects self-
perpetuating, the use of prior knowledge being one 
example.



First stage – to engage all learners

• To devise a way of getting all children to join in an 
activity that involved (directly or indirectly) using 
prior knowledge

• A pattern emerged from these first attempts
• Children do an individual task regulated by the teacher
• Children work on small focus group tasks coordinated by 

the teacher
• Children working small focus group tasks independently

• This pattern was roughly but not exclusively 
developmental; older children, more scope for 
independent activity



First stage outcomes

• As predicted, the quality of prior knowledge across 
the class was variable

• The aim of achieving engagement for all overrode 
the original conception of these tasks as lesson 
starters

• The next stage emerged naturally out of a desire to 
address the varying quality of prior knowledge 
exposed



Second stage – to expose more thinking

• To make prior knowledge available for sharing, 
challenging, improving

• Patterns in the design of these activities
• Teacher interrogation, questioning, interaction eg collating 

post-its, challenging children to draw connections as the 
notes are shared

• A two-part activity in which the second task develops the 
thinking from the first eg the exception to a rule; another 
layer of complexity; another set of constraints

• Counter-intuitive presentation of activities eg a spiral 
numberline or similar unexpected format

• Provoking the misconception eg misleading information, 
‘bleeding’ of rules from a similar concept



Second stage outcomes

• Knowledge exchange – more talking, more thinking

• More able children reasoning aloud about their 
actions

• Exposing learning that ‘appears’ to be secure

• Moving learning to greater depth

• Teaching more dynamic, responsive in the moment

• Activation of prior knowledge in some cases 
occupied entire lesson



Points for leaders of learning 

• The Science of Learning approach entails a very 
specific view of the link between the laboratory 
and the classroom: ‘critical theorisation’

• The shift from a view of prior knowledge as a 
passive foundation for acquiring new knowledge to 
an approach that recognises prior knowledge as 
dynamic and complex changes the nature of the 
teaching

• Both of these points imply a much more measured 
(and iterative) approach to professional 
development



A Science of Learning approach

From: Applying the Science of Learning in the Classroom. P 
Howard-Jones, K Ioannou, R Bailey, J Prior, S Hui Yau and T Jay. 
Impact: the journal of the Chartered College of Teaching 2 
Spring 2018



Possible questions

• What is the difference between this conception of 
PK activation and assessment for learning tasks?

• What is the benefit of developing your own 
activities as opposed to using ready-made ones?



Further reading

• Pessoa

• Maths anxiety

• Karmiloff-Smith

• Howard-Jones et al

• Lantolf and Poehner


